
Collaborate closely with the director to Provide clear and concise design guidelines and support to the modeling
team for the creation of high-quality 3D models based on approved creature designs.

Create series of rough sketches for review, revision, and approval.
Provide clear and concise design guidelines and support to the modeling team for the creation of3D models based
on approved designs.
Adapted artistic style and design approach as project requirements, while maintaining consistent quality and
creativity.

Developed and executed lighting for the series, resulting in a visually compelling aesthetic that enhanced the story’s
emotional impact.
Collaborated closely with the creator to produce intricate lighting effects that conveyed specific moods and tones,
elevating the overall quality of each episode’s production value.
Rendered cinematic and environmental lighting elements meticulously for each panel, achieving a high level of detail

Created compelling and original character designs that effectively captured the desired personality, traits, and visual
appeal.
Translated client briefs and ideas into detailed sketches, drafts, and concept art, ensuring alignment with the
intended vision.
Maintained effective communication throughout the design process, incorporating client feedback and making
necessary revisions.
Delivered final artwork within agreed-upon timelines, meeting or exceeding client expectations.

FunkyVine - Concept Creature Designer
Contract
Worked on a creature design for FunkyVine’s upcoming mobile game "Kingdom Derby".

Upwork (Private Client) - Concept Artist
Contract

Purple Hyacinth (Webtoon Original) - Lighting Artist
Freelance
Worked as a temporary lighting & rendering assistant for a Webtoon Original series, Purple Hyacinth for a couple of
episodes.

Freelance Commissioned Artist

Jul 2022 - Aug 2022

Jul 2020 - Sep 2020

Paiji is a freelance artist, detail-oriented illustrator, and independent
comic artist. She backgrounds in designing character/creature and have
worked with variety of clients to generate concept to final designs.

Character & Creature Design
2D Illustration
Conceptual Art

Visual storytelling
Webtoon/Manhwa/Comic

Creative Design Layout

Adaptability & Flexibility
Attention to detail
Accepts Direction

SUMMARY

+1(818) 812-8704 · felixspiritdragon@gmail.com · Portfolio: https://www.artstation.com/felixspiritdragon
Panorama City, CA 91402

Paijitra Insaor

WORK EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

The solo project consists scripting, illustrating over 60 panels per episode, and managing the production.
Designed and brought to life a diverse cast of characters, meticulously crafting over 50 unique character designs
and more to come.
Continuously refined artistic skills and storytelling techniques throughout the project's duration, evolving as an artist
and creator.

Dawn in the Abyss - Webtoon Artist/Creator
Created and developed the "Dawn in the Abyss" webtoon series as the author/creator, commencing the project in 2020
and continuing to date. The webcomic successfully launched on July 2022 and can be read on the Webtoon platform.

Jan 2017 - Present

Feb 2022 - Present

May 2022 - Present

EDUCATION
Van Nuys High School - Diploma 5/2021
Santa Monica College - In Progress

https://www.artstation.com/felixspiritdragon

